OPEN STUDIO (COMMUNITY ACCESS) PRICING

BUNDLE PACKAGES (ON SITE STUDIO PRICING)
Include: Screen(s), film(s), processing assistance, tools, equipment, supply fees and facilities fees for 2 hrs. of shop time, for an image area up to up to 12”x18”

- One Color/Screen bundle ($50 value) .................................................................$35
- Two Colors/Screens bundle ($65 value) ..............................................................$50
- Three Colors/Screens bundle ($80 value) ...........................................................$65
- Four Colors/Screens bundle ($95 value) ...........................................................$80

Hold Screens
AIR will “hold” screens until Friday each week and you can return to print. Supply ($5) and Facilities ($5) Fees are incurred for each additional printing session at the time of the session.
With notification, AIR will hold screens into the next week for an additional fee... $ 5
All Hold Screens will be reclaimed within 5 days without notice.
AIR will not store personal screens on site unless specific arrangements are made with AIR staff.

COMMUNITY ACCESS SERVICES

included in on-site bundle packages

- Films/Transparencies (up to 12”x18” image area) ................................. $ 5
  (larger films are available priced by the square foot of media leaving the printer)

- Prepared Screens (includes photo emulsion and exposure) ......................... $20
  Up to 12”x18” image area (20 x 24 or 23 x 31 studio screen)
  (Reclaiming screens incurs an additional $10 fee)
  (larger screens are available priced by the square foot of printing area needed)

- Technical Support (Exclusive one on one processing assistance) ............... $15
  (AIR Tech support is billed at $35 per hour)
  (Up to 30 minutes of technical assistance is provided with bundle pricing)
Supplies Fee (consumables) ($5 per screen /per color) $ 5
Paper towel, tape, clean up supplies, proofing paper.

Facilities and Equipment Fee (non-consumables) $5/2 hours $ 5
*supply and equipment fees cover amenities available in the studio*
Utilities, hinged print stations, squeegees, drying equipment, etc.

ON SITE PRINT SERVICES AND MATERIALS

Technical Support (Technical support: Artist / Printer) $50
Technical Support (Technical support: Technician) $30

Ink 10 OZ containers (limited stock / AIR can special order for projects) $15
(Studio Inks sold separately for $10 per oz + container)

Paper (limited stock on site / various cold press and rag papers) $ .25
(13 x 19 smooth cougar poster paper) $ 1
(26 x 40 smooth cougar poster paper) $ 3
(22 x 30 stonehenge rag print paper)

PROCESSING AND SCREEN MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Reclaim Screens (remove previous image - 23”x31” max screen size) $10
Coat Screens (apply photo emulsion - 23”x31” max screen size) $10
Expose Screens (expose new image - 23”x31” max screen size) $10

Screens must conform to AIR specifications for cleaning/coating/exposure services. Services are finalized on a case by case basis after screens are assessed. All personal screens must be removed from the studio within 3 to 5 business days.

EQUIPMENT RENTALS

Screen Rental (12”x18” image area) $25/2 weeks
Printing Station Rental (squeegee, hinged print station) $25/2 weeks

*all equipment and screen rental services require credit card on file + deposit*

SHOP / PRESS RENTALS

For projects of more than 40 prints, more than 4 hours, or with more than 2 people, renting shop space in advance is required and ensures availability. AIR supports large projects and the need for consistent, routine access—please contact for a quote.

Shared Space—Multiple Users in the Same Shop Guaranteed space for 4 hours in the shop, alongside other users $25 + $10 Supplies and Equipment Fee.
Exclusive Use—Dedicated Space for your Project Guaranteed space for 4 hours in the shop
$50 + $10 Supplies and Equipment Fee

Exclusive Use—Large Project/Group Rate (up to 10 people) Guaranteed space for 4 hours in
the shop. Same rate for longer single user sessions (editioning, exclusive use) $100 + $10
Supplies and Equipment Fee

CLASSES AND TUTORIALS

6-session screenprinting courses teach the basics of processing an image and executing a
silkscreen print in a casual studio setting. All experience levels are welcome and
accommodated. The course provides a solid foundation of knowledge and guidance to produce
a layered silkscreen print. Experienced printers are encouraged to expand their practice and
explore the possibilities of the medium. Once the course is complete, printers are welcome to
access the shop with confidence during AIR Open Studio hours (T,TH, 6 -9 pm).

For the beginner or artist in need of a refresher —the studio offers tailored one-on-one tutorials.
Tutorials are offered in various processes including relief printing (woodcuts, linocuts), intaglio
(drypoint etching, monoprinting), lithography (stone and plate), letterpress, and screenprinting.
Tutorials are designed to provide a basic introductory knowledge to the process. Tutorials are
responsive to individual interests and skill levels. Prior to the actual session, a meeting is
scheduled to discuss interests and expectations, assess existing skills and to determine specific
materials that will be needed. Multiple tutorial sessions are recommended and can be
scheduled to provide a deeper understanding of the chosen process. Some processes may
demand multiple session tutorials.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Artists Image Resource is a non-profit print and imaging lab designed to support the working
artist and educator. Generally, studio work is scheduled on a case by case basis. AIR is not a
9:00 to 5:00 commercial print space though we do facilitate printing (relief, intaglio, lithography,
screenprinting and digital printing) projects for artists, educators and the public by appointment.
We provide learning opportunities (classes and tutorials), and access to shop space and
equipment as possible based on production schedules in the studio.

- RESIDENT ARTISTS PROJECTS
- ARTISTS' CONTRACT PRINTING (ANALOG AND DIGITAL)
- COMMUNITY ACCESS SERVICES
- EDUCATION AND OUTREACH PROJECTS
- STUDIO PRESENTATIONS AND PROGRAMMING

Please send an inquiry to info@artistsimageresource.org for more information.